On the capabilities of neural networks using limited precision weights.
This paper analyzes some aspects of the computational power of neural networks using integer weights in a very restricted range. Using limited range integer values opens the road for efficient VLSI implementations because: (i) a limited range for the weights can be translated into reduced storage requirements and (ii) integer computation can be implemented in a more efficient way than the floating point one. The paper concentrates on classification problems and shows that, if the weights are restricted in a drastic way (both range and precision), the existence of a solution is not to be taken for granted anymore. The paper presents an existence result which relates the difficulty of the problem as characterized by the minimum distance between patterns of different classes to the weight range necessary to ensure that a solution exists. This result allows us to calculate a weight range for a given category of problems and be confident that the network has the capability to solve the given problems with integer weights in that range. Worst-case lower bounds are given for the number of entropy bits and weights necessary to solve a given problem. Various practical issues such as the relationship between the information entropy bits and storage bits are also discussed. The approach presented here uses a worst-case analysis. Therefore, the approach tends to overestimate the values obtained for the weight range, the number of bits and the number of weights. The paper also presents some statistical considerations that can be used to give up the absolute confidence of a successful training in exchange for values more appropriate for practical use. The approach presented is also discussed in the context of the VC-complexity.